Pricelist Additional Charges Spain
Optional Coverage
Our vehicles include Loss Damage Waiver and Theft Protection (LDW+TP). The amount covered
varies depending on the vehicle group.
600€ per damage for MBAR, MCMR, ECMR, EDMR, EDAR, CDMR, CLMR y CLAR.
750€ per damage for CTMR, IVAR, SWAR, SFAR, FVMR y PDAR.
Additional coverage must be contracted to reduce excess to 150€ y a 300€ (Top Cover LDW).
Prices vary according to the vehicle group.
Vehicle Group
MBAR
MCMR
ECMR, EDMR, EDAR, CDMR
CLMR, CLAR
CTMR, IVAR, SWAR, SFAR
FVMR
PDAR

Excess
150,00
150,00
150,00
300,00
300,00
300,00
300,00

Price per day
14,00
16,00
18,00
20,00
22,00
24,00
27,00

Total reduction of excess to 0€ can be contracted (Super Top Cover LDW). Price of it is 10,00€
additional per day per every each vehicle group. This coverage could only be contracted once
Top Cover LDW has been contracted beforehand.
Glass & Tyre Coverage include these items per 20,00€ per rental. Price may vary depending on
type of vehicle and its tyres.
Mileage
Mileage is limited and depends on the contracted rate. More information available on the
specific selected rate. Spanish web rates normally offer 300km per day. However, 200km per
day might be allowed should the LK option is contracted. Price of it is of 10,00€ per day. If
more mileage is made during the rental the extra charge per kilometre is calculated according
to the official charge per every group vehicle.
One Way
if Rent allows you to return the vehicle in a different office. This service is available between
Andorra, Barcelona and Salou-La Pineda. Price per service is 100,00€.
Please check availability with your if Rent office if you are interested in returning the car in
another location, since this service is exclusively under request.
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Out of Hours
Service under request at your if Rent office. An additional charge of minimum 10,00€ applies
to any reservation / rental out of opening hours.
Delivery and Collection Out of Office
Delivery and collection out of office is available upon request at your if Rent office.
Barcelona and Salou-La Pineda’s fee is of 25,00€ per each service, provided it is in the
metropolitan area or the same village. For other destinations please check your if Rent office.
Age Limitations
In Spain apply the following regulations about age and driving license:
18 years old/ 1 day for vehicle groups MBMR - CLAR
21 years old/ 2 years for vehicle groups IDMR - FVMR
25 years old/ 3 years for vehicle groups Premium, Luxury y Extraordinary (Pxxx, Lxxx y Xxxx)
Drivers under 22 years old are charged with an additional extra called Novel Driver of 10,00€
per day. Drivers between 22 y 25 years old must pay the Young Driver charge of 5,00€ per
rental day.
Additional Driver
Any additional driver will be charged at 5,00€ rental day.
Administrative Fine Management Fee
The standard fee for processing each fine issued by legal authorities occurred during the rental
period is of 30,00€.
Administrative Damage Management Fee
According to the exceptions regulated in clause E.1.12 of our Terms & Conditions, the fee per
each damage management fee is of 40,00€.
Refueling Fees
In the event that the renter did not return the vehicle with the same level of fuel the vehicle
had at the pickup moment and signature of the rental agreement, a refuelling management
fee of 30,00€ plus the amount of the fuel refuelled will be charged to the renter.
Cargo van refuelling is compulsory made by if Rent. Price per kilometre driven is 0,15€.
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Extra Cleaning Fee
A standard fee of 50,00€ might be charged if a special cleaning of the vehicle after the dropoff
is needed. This amount might vary according to the work done by a special external cleaning
company.
Accessories
Accessories are booked with no guarantee and according to availability.
Accessory
Baby seat (-9kg)
Child seat (+9kg)
Booster
GPS
Trolley
Snow Chains
Sky & Snowboard rack

Price day
10,00€
10,00€
10,00€
10,00€
10,00€
25,00€
25,00€

Maxim rental price
40,00€
40,00€
40,00€
40,00€

Accessory Loss
Accessory Broken or Lost
Vehicle Keys
Emergency Triangle
Reflective Jacket
Vehicle Documentation
Full GPS system
GPS Holder
GPS network cable and/or USB
GPS data card
Parking card
Baby seat, Child seat, Booster
Snow Chains, Ski & Snowboard Rack
Sticker Publicity if Rent
Parts of Vehicles

Compensation
200,00€ and/or possible additional
damage
15,00€
12,00€
10,00€
150,00€
15,00€
15,00€
50,00€
35,00€
100,00€ - 100,00€ - 50,00€
60,00€
100,00€ per each sticker
Depending on part

* All the above mentioned prices include 21% V.A.T.
* * Prices and conditions might be subject to variations according to the rates applied in every booking
and the conditions previously negotiated with if Rent.
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